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Answer any two (2)
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questions:
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Write two characteristics of Distance Education.
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Write two differences between Distance learning and Conventional learning.
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Write fullform of IGNOU.
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What is PersonalContact Programme (PCP)?
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Write two attributes of an ideal Distance Teacher.
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What is assignment?
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Write any two bariers of communication in distance learning.
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What is Self-learning?
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Answer any two (2) questions:
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a)

Discuss the
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b)
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Why face-to-face session is important in Distance Education?
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State the demerits of Print Media in distance learning.
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c)

developmentaltrend of Distance Education in lndia.
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Write the stages of preparing SLPMs unit.
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Why Learner Support Service is essential for Distance Education?
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the role of Television in distance learning.
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Answer any one (1) question:
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a) What is Distance Education? Describe the Socio-economic compulsions that

lead

to the spread of

distance education

in

Developing Countries.
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b) What is 'Video-Conferencing'? Write merits and demerits of 'VideoT<net

Conferencing'.
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c) Describe the role and responsibilities of an ODL tutor.
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